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this would not be a faithful portrait: a florid bloom Id no more give one an idea of him, than his bent brow irst lets one into the vast humanity of his temper, or i an undistinguishing smile would supply the place of manly curiosity and penetration. To paint him with a srful open countenance would be a poor return of com-lent for the flattery that his approbation bestows, which lot being promised, doubly satisfies one's self-love. The
it of others is degrading to their friends;  Mr. 	
:es his open upon you, by persuading you that he dis-jrs some in you.
[r. 	has that true characteristic  of a great man,
; he is superior to others in his private, social, unbending rs. I am far from meaning by this superiority that ixerts the force of his genius unnecessarily: on the con-y, you only perceive his superiority in those moments by being more agreeably good-natured and idle with more
than other people. He seems inquisitive as if his only [ness were to learn, and is unreserved as if he were only iform ; and is equally incapable of mystery in pretending now what he does not, or in concealing what he does, a the House of Commons he was for some time an raceful and unpopular speaker, the abundance of his ter overflowing his elocution: but the force of his toning has prevailed both over his own defects and those is audience. He speaks with a strength and perspicuity rgument that commands the admiration of an age apt to more cheaply pleased. But his vanity cannot satisfy Lf on the terms it could satisfy others, nor would he ak any man for his approbation unless he were conscious leserving it. But he carries this delicacy still farther,
has been at the idle labour of making himself fame and ours by pursuing a regular and steady plan, when art
eloquence would have carried him to an equal height,

